Oppenheimer Warns Science

Over 800 People in
Walker Hear Lecture

By Famous Scientist

Dr. Oppenheimer, who recently attended a conference in Japan, talked on Sunday evening to an audience of over 800 at Walker Memorial

He warned science does not make philosophical

problems of the contemporary world.,

Dr. Oppenheimer declared that the true responsibility of a scientist is to respect the integrity and vigor of his science.

"We should be very sensitive to extending the methods and spirit of science in cope with great prob-

lems of the contemporary world," declared the wartime director of the atomic bomb laboratory at Los Alamos, New Mexico.

Modifying his above statement to some extent, Dr. Oppenheimer warned that the science which could de-

velop atomic energy should be a cooperative effort among scientists.

In regard to the teaching of sci-

ence, the speaker stated that it is best before the world. (3)
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DOES M.I.T. WANT TECHSAPOPIN?

Judging from the ticket sales so far the answer seems to be NO.

For up to the time this paper went to press only a thousand tickets had been sold meaning an attendance of not more than five or six hundred. This despite an excellent publicity campaign featuring an eye-catching program.

This is the third year that Techsa Popin has been staged in connection with that annual event known as the Tech Dance."
Tuesday, December 1, 1941

Interclass Track Meet
Taken by Sophis; ‘51 Sec.

On Saturday, November 21, the fall interclass meet was held, with the Sophomores winning by scoring 96 points. Second were the class of ’43 with 89 points, followed by ’44 with 36, and last the seniors with five.

Most cross-country runners took a well-earned vacation and did not run in the meet. John O. Adams, ’36, was the meet’s outstanding performer as he won all weight events to score 20 points in the hammer, discus, javelin and shot put.

Squash Team to Play Wesleyan Saturday
All 18 of the students whose game experience under their belt will be the varsity handball team will face the Harvard team tomorrow in Walker Gymnasium. The match scheduled to begin at 8:00 p.m. will be preceded by a freshman tilt with the Harvard varsity at 7:00 p.m.

Although the Harvard varsity has often shown the Beavers at a great disadvantage, this year the Beaver team has several operations over 6 ft. 2 in. to bolster the lack of height which has always been a trait of a Tech team.

The hopes for the Boston University games are much more promising, at least according to past meetings against the Terriers. With the added depth of the Techs, the week-end trip should be a winner.

Beaver Pucksters Open Season Against B.U. This Saturday at the Arena
Westgate, Chi Phis Theta Chi in Touch Football Finals
S.A.E., Grad House Winner
To Be Fourth Finalist, Round Robin Starts Dec. 7
Westgate became the first team to enter the final Round of this year’s touch football tournament by skimming out a very close 15-7 section over Walter-Munson. After driving the teams 7-0 through the third period, Westgate ran on the pastes of Don MacDonald to tie the game with 30 seconds left in the game, and then went on to win in the “golden clock” overtime period.

In the other games, once again Sigma Alpha Epsilon turned upon its former conquerers, the Graduates, to win 28-6 with a thrilling second half attack engineered by George Browne. Browne scored for SAE’s second & 5-yd. to the side of the same Graduates house team with a spectacular end run showing of shifty running and bulletproof jump passes. The second game which played out between the two teams ended in a 44 tie after six quarters of play.

Chi Phi will also enter the finals of its victory over Lambda Chi, Alpha, 19-0. This was the rubber match between the teams, the previous two games being decided 3-0 & 7-0.

The champion of the fourth section of the league was decided only after three games were played between Theta Chi, the eventual winner, and Delta Epsilon Xi.

The first game ended in a scoreless tie, after two overtime periods. The second and third games went to Theta Chi, 31-5 and 13-0. The Deltas had previously won a 13-12 thriller earlier in the season.

The Round-Robin finals will begin next Sunday. The S.A.E. Graduate House game will be played on Saturday.

THE TECH

Meet “MUSCLES” MAGEE

Varsity “Find” of the year!

Whether you’re a star athlete like “Muscles” Magee, or just a plain, widespread student with no particular aptitude, you’ll love the Fite & Drum Room. Door music nightly by Johnny Mickle and his orchestra. Songs by Sherry Lyndon.

Meet and be at a minimum.

Hardware Room

HOTEL VENDOME
Communiqué Aug. 17, September 31.

“Soccer Year Ends; Versa Still Captain”

The soccer season for this year will officially close next Wednesday evening at 6:00 p.m. in the Silver Room of Walker Memorial. All interested are invited. Movies of the games played this season will be shown, and the general debriefing will take place.

As the springtime game, Jim Versa was re-elected captain for the coming year. Jim was the outstanding player for Tech this year. Once he enters the Railway on reel of cable being fed into manholes or strung on poles for the telephone companies, and install central office equipment.

On the supply member of the Bell Telephone team, I must add that the Bell purchase supplies, distribute both to the telephone companies, and install central office equipment.

“You’ll find my name on your Bell telephone—you see it on reels of cable being fed into manholes or strong on poles—yes, it is on the cool, complex equipment in your telephone exchange.

As the supply member of the Bell Telephone team, I must add that the Bell purchase supplies, distribute both to the telephone companies, and install central office equipment.

Year in, year out, I help my Bell Telephone teammates to give you the world’s best telephone service at the lowest possible cost.

Remember my name—it’s Western Electric.”

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882

ARROW SHIRTS AND TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

Nothing Succeeds Like "Sussex"...by Arrow

If you’re a gent who has a bent for a widespread collar.

Holler for an Arrow "Sussex," the classic of the spread collars.

Come in free Oxford, and handkerchiefs, whites, solid colors and stripes.

"I’ve always been a part of your telephone service"

Price 3.25 and up.


Clifford, Thompson, and Adams point to Successful Season

As the hockey squad entered its last week of practice previous to the Techs, the Christian Open this coming Saturday, the final sched-

ule for the season was an-

ounced. The Beaver pucksters will take eleven games this winter, of which sixteen will be at the Boston Arena. Tries to New Hamp-

shire, Brown, and Bowdoin will round out a card twice as heavy as last year.

Even facing this schedule, the team is looking no further than the opener, as Coach A. C. Carroll is寄托ing his effort to prevent his alma mater of old. The line of Don Lee centering Ed Thompson and Tom Trotz is definite. Jack Adams in goal, Ted Madden and Jack Clifford at the points will be the backbone of the Techs.

The Second and third, games were won by Theta Chi, 7-2 and Sigma Alpha Epsilon turned upon its former conquerers, the Graduates, to win 26-8 with a blis-

sion.

Westgate, Cbi Phis Theta Chi in Touch Football Finals
S.A.E., Grad House Winner
To Be Fourth Finalist, Round Robin Starts Dec. 7
Westgate became the first team to enter the final Round of this year’s touch football tournament by skimming out a very close 15-7 section over Walter-Munson. After driving the teams 7-0 through the third period, Westgate ran on the pastes of Don MacDonald to tie the game with 30 seconds left in the game, and then went on to win in the “golden clock” overtime period.

In the other games, once again Sigma Alpha Epsilon turned upon its former conquerers, the Graduates, to win 28-6 with a thrilling second half attack engineered by George Browne. Browne scored for SAE’s second & 5-yd. to the side of the same Graduates house team with a spectacular end run showing of shifty running and bulletproof jump passes. The second game which played out between the two teams ended in a 44 tie after six quarters of play.

Chi Phi will also enter the finals of its victory over Lambda Chi, Alpha, 19-0. This was the rubber match between the teams, the previous two games being decided 3-0 & 7-0.

The champion of the fourth section of the league was decided only after three games were played between Theta Chi, the eventual winner, and Delta Epsilon Xi.

The first game ended in a scoreless tie, after two overtime periods. The second and third games went to Theta Chi, 31-5 and 13-0. The Deltas had previously won a 13-12 thriller earlier in the season.

The Round-Robin finals will begin next Sunday. The S.A.E. Graduate House game will be played on Saturday.

RIVERSIDE COMMISSARY

Groceries
Laundry—Cleaning

420 MEMORIAL DRIVE
Beverly Riverside Ave. Round

ELI 1688

R. W. JONES

THE FIRST CHURCH

OF DORCHESTER

Rev. W. J. Branch, D.D., Pastor

Dorchester, Mass., October 2, 1941

Sunday Services

10:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.

MEN

We'll let you 2 to 1 that Pal’s got the best in cool, economical, well-cut suits, jackets, or ties! Get a gog today and if you don’t like it, bring it back and we’ll send you DOUBLE your money back! We’re selling 4 for 10c or 10 for 25c, 25c for 25c, and for real economy 50c.

50c, 25c, 10c

OHHOLOW GROUPO RAZOR BLADES

Pat Hollow Ground Has the "edge"
Come in and see Kendall Square Liquors, Beers and Wine

NEW 1948 STUDEBAKER
THE WORD FOR STYLE IS STUDEBAKER
Distinguished for looks and luxury
Distinctive in finish and appointments
Famous for roadworthiness and riding comfort
You're invited to see it today!

TECH MOTORS
165 MASS. AVE., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
TEL. ELiot 2620

"My how the time goes by..."

when you're listening to HAL MCINTYRE'S newest (MGM) record

Of the grooviest croon-pilots on the MGM record roster is Hal McIntyre. Like so many other top-notch performers, Hal is a Camel fan from way back. He prefers Camels because: "Camels suit me best all ways.

For the same reason - more people are smoking Camels than ever before! A great new record for a long-time favorite.

Try Camels. Discover for yourself why, with smokers who have tried and compared, Camels are the "choice of experience."

Techmen Eligible for Foreign Study

President Harry S. Truman, acting under authorization of the Fulbright Act, recently announced the membership of a committee whose purpose is to make a final selection of persons interested in studying abroad. The program will make available financial assistance for study, research or teaching in higher educational institutions in 22 participating foreign nations. It is intended in the program, open to Technicians and faculty, that college seniors or graduates will compose the majority of candidates for student awards.

Techmen Options Are Set for

Drive Is Set for December 8 to 12

"'48 Yearbook to Come Out First Week of May

The Junior Prom is the first chance for Technology men to purchase options on the '48 Techmen. Drive will be a day lasting from December 8 through 12. These options, entitling the holder to a ten per cent reduction on the price of the yearbook, will be on sale in the lobby of building ten during that time.

The initial cost of the options is $3.40. The final payment of $3.65 due when the book comes out the first week in May. The options are not restricted to any group; anyone can purchase one or more.

Techsopporin Also has three new features of general interest. A photographic tour of the Institute, with snapshots of many interesting places around the buildings and grounds is planned. Along with a calendar of events and pictures of all living units. The calendar of events will be a section with stories and pictures on the main events of the year, including Field Day, the Junior Prom, Techsopporin, and all the dances of the year.

Techsopporin (Continued from Page 1)

Queen to Be Chosen

The election of the Queen of Techmen will be conducted with the annual Dormitory Tea at the Undergraduate Dormitories.

The evening festivities begin at 11:30 with a mass meeting in the Great Court. In the event of poor weather the scene of the rally will be shifted to the armory across the Great Court. In the event of poor weather the scene of the rally will be shifted to the armory across the Great Court. In the event of poor weather the scene of the rally will be shifted to the armory across the Great Court.

The afternoon activities are con- cluded with the annual Dormitory Tea at the Undergraduate Dormitories.

The option of the Queen of Techmen will be chosen at this time by the three judges: President Karl T. Compton, cartoonist Francis W. Dahl, and beauty expert John R. Powers.

Hockey (Continued from Page 3)

Jan. 16: Bowdoin, Jan. 16: Brown- wick; New Hampshire, Jan. 17; Dart- ham; Deven, Feb. 2: Arena; Colby, Feb. 2: Arena; New Hamp- shire, Feb. 12; Arena; Bowdoin, Feb. 10: Arena; Brown; Providence; Feb. 8; Southeastern, Feb. 7; Arena; New Hampshire, March 1; Arena; B.C., March 2; Arena; Brown, date unknown.

REMEMBER FATT DELICATESSEN
The place the Tech Boys have been getting their sandwiches and hot meals for over twenty years.

COME IN AND SEE WHY!
KENDALL SQUARE

Squash

Squash (Continued from Page 3)

compete this year. The probable number has been set at seven, and competition is hot on the Tech squad to see who will play against the visiting fairs.

The members of the squad who will represent M.I.T. in the matches will be B. C. Marshall, Crawford McFadden, Bob Auty, Bill Stoney, and Gerald Marshall.

Officials' Squad Approved by A.A.

To Have Team Status

The Athletic Association this week sanctioned the formation of an officials' squad to cover all intramural sports at Tech. At the instigation of Mr. Oliger and Mr. Marshall the plan was proposed last week and approved Tuesday night at the regular A.A. meeting.

The Officials' Squad will be on a par with any team recognized by the A.A. The men who show their outstanding devotion of time and energy to the better conduct of intramural competition will be rewarded with standard "T" emblems.

When the program gets into full swing, prospective officials will be required to attend several clinics on rules and their applications and take an examination to determine their capabilities. In this manner unqualified and incapable men will be eliminated while the caliber of the officials will rise.

At present, officials for the Basketball tournament, starting December 1, are urgently needed. All men interested are requested to contact Don Marzuki in the M.I.T. A.A. office, 3-107. At least thirty-five first-class officials are needed.

Dahl (Continued from Page 1)

of the Bestest Stuff. Sometimes he works at home and gets his cartoon done in time to press an 8:30 p.m. deadline. Since the cartoons are drawn on a free hour before publication, they are always fresh and original. He prefers a thick, fine line to do, and is a past master of the process.

The idea of judging a beauty contest does not leave Dahl overly enthusiastic. As a matter of fact he doesn't seem to be enthusiastic about anything, probably because of his Yankee environment. The last time he participated in a beauty contest he found a bottle of Benetton in the judges room and while his colleagues tended to judicial matters he went over to a corner and addressed himself to the Benetton. He declares that he is almost entirely incapable of telling a superior pretty girl from any other kind of pretty girl, although he thinks the winner should be photogenic.

And here's another great record —

More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before!